Showcase: Learning Economy Foundation

The vision of Learning Economy Foundation’s LearnCard is to catalyze the proliferation of open, interoperable, privacy-preserving digital and physical wallets for identity, rich skills, and Learning and Employment Records (LERs).

LearnCard allows for any system to easily integrate Verifiable Credentials (VCs), Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs), earn-to-learn models, and for users to seamlessly interact with websites and apps while maintaining full ownership of their data.

Built on LearnCard, Metaversity is a wallet and pathways application for learning and employment. Metaversity leverages CTDL and the Credential Registry to add rich, interoperable context to Verifiable Credentials issued to students, and to map pathways through courses, microcredentials, and skills toward graduation and employment.

LearnCard allows any education or employment system to issue VCs and IDs using Wordpress-style plugins for any layer of the education and employment ecosystem. It acts as a portable, privacy-preserving public good for learners and employees allowing them to issue, earn, store, share, and spend digital credentials and currencies.

For more information, see Learncard.com